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Abstract—Testing game applications relies heavily on beta
testing methods. The effectiveness of beta testing depends on
how well beta testers represent the common game-application
users and if users are willing to participate in the beta test. An
automated testing tool framework could reduce the dependence
upon beta testing by most companies to analyze their game
applications. This paper presents the Crushinator as one such
framework. This framework provides a game-independent testing
tool that implements multiple testing methods that can assist and
possibly replace the use of beta testing.
Index Terms—Crushinator, model-based testing, exploratory
testing, event-driven applications

I. I NTRODUCTION
The testing process for game applications usually involves
large amounts of beta testing. Beta testing consists of releasing
a version of the application with limited functionality, a beta
version, to a group of human users [1]. These users then
proceed to play the game’s beta version. The data are then
collected from these users actions either automatically or
directly from the user. Beta testing is helpful in showing
how actual users interact with the application, and can be
used to determine load capacities and minimal performance
specifications.
Due to its benefits, beta testing has been widely used and
has become a primary testing approach for checking game
applications. Beta testing, however, can be inconsistent when
using small groups of beta testers because those individuals
do not necessarily represent the target users and because it is
hard to replicate a tester’s actions [2]. Also, depending on
the popularity of the game application, it may be difficult
to find users who are interested in testing the application’s
beta version. Typically, tools that support beta testing are
game application-dependent, so it is hard to use the tool
that has been built for a specific game application when
we test different applications [3]. Therefore, developing a
game-independent testing tool framework that addresses the
inconsistencies of beta testing would provide great benefits
for the game-application testing area [4].
In addition to beta testing tools that mainly focus on
examining the functionalities of the game applications, there
are tools that provide load or performance testing for them[5],
[6], [7]. They simulate multiple virtual clients to determine
bottlenecks in a server system. These simulated clients must,
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however, represent a real client as closely as possible for
effective testing [8]. These tools have shown how effective
automated tools can be in place of beta testing. However,
merely utilizing load or performance testing techniques can
limit the effectiveness of such tools because the methods do
not take into account the compliance of the application to
requirements not related to system performance or bottlenecks.
These issues are addressed by a few tools such as a
requirements-based testing tool framework [9] and a System Under Test (SUT)-independent framework for testing
GUI applications [4]. These tools show the effectiveness of
frameworks for testing methods besides load and performance
testing. Tools which implement multiple testing techniques
have been shown to have more successful results [10]. If a
testing tool framework which incorporates multiple testing
methods can be developed for game applications, the dependence upon beta testing could be reduced. Further, of the tools
we researched, almost all were game-dependent and could not
be easily implemented for other game applications. Other tools
automated portions of the testing process but not the entire
process (e.g., test case generation, execution, and evaluation).
To address these limitations, we implemented a gameindependent tool, the Crushinator [11]. The Crushinator provides a framework that tests event-driven, client-server based
game applications and automates processes by incorporating
multiple testing methods such as load and performance testing,
Model-based Testing (MBT), and exploratory testing. MBT
automates the testing process by using behavior models for
the system being tested [12]. These models are designed to
represent the behavior of the SUT, and paths through the model
can then be used to generate test cases. Further, by adapting an
exploratory testing method to the Crushinator, we we expand
the Crushinator’s functionality as a testing tool.
We applied this framework to test the Virtual Cell [13]
game server, developed by WoWiWe Instruction Co. [14] to
see whether the framework could be implemented easily and
be an effective testing tool. This proof of concept shows that
a game-independent framework that successfully incorporates
MBT, exploratory testing, and load testing methods can be
developed. This framework can be used in conjunction with
beta testing to achieve a more complete coverage compared
with only utilizing beta testing.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In

Section II, we discuss the Crushinator framework, an automated test tool that implements multiple testing methods. In
Section III, we describe the implementation of the Crushinator
framework, including how the Crushinator tests the Virtual
Cell game server. In Section IV, we present our conclusions,
limitations, and possible future work for the Crushinator
framework.
II. C RUSHINATOR F RAMEWORK
The Crushinator is unique in its design because it incorporates Model-based Testing and exploratory testing. While,
typically, most in-house game-application testing tools are
dependent on the applications under test, the Crushinator
provides a game-application independent testing framework.
Also, most game-application testing is done as beta testing
by releasing a beta version of the game for users to play
and to inadvertently find defects within the system. The use
of MBT and exploratory testing for game applications could
possibly replace the need for beta testing or at least reduce the
dependency on it. Although beta testing is a commonly used
method, its general inconsistencies (e.g., participating users,
replicable actions, etc.) may not be as helpful as scripted
testing which can provide automated test case generation,
execution, evaluation, and test-case replication.
The Crushinator was designed as a layered architecture to
limit the dependencies between modules, allowing a majority
of the Crushinator to be as game-independent as possible. As
shown in Figure 1, this layered architecture isolates the “User
Interface,” “UML,” and “Script” packages from the software
system that is being tested (SUT). This isolation provides the
game independence of the Crushinator, allowing the generic
framework to be implemented rather quickly and painlessly
for testing different game applications. In the figure, the layers
inside the hash border are dependent upon the system under
test (SUT), and the “Test Engine” and “Simulated Client”
components are implemented for use directly on the SUT.

The “User Interface” package handles user inputs and
provides testing options for the user. The “UML” package
is responsible for extracting a Unified Modeling Language
(UML) state machine model from an XML Metadata Interchange (XMI) file and for saving those data in the memory
for MBT use. A simplified set of controls allows a user to
generate a test suite from a state machine model as shown
in Figure 2. (This figure is a screen shot of the Crushinator
that tests the Virtual Cell game server.) These controls allow
a user to select a series of calculated paths through the model
from which to generate a suite of test cases. Using the controls
provided in the left panels, a user can select a state machine
model from an XMI file to generate an MBT test suite. Then,
selecting the path-generation criterion, a suite of paths through
the model is displayed below the path criterion, allowing a user
to select which paths are utilized to generate test cases. The
right panel shows the contents of the XMI file or the series of
paths that have currently been selected to create test cases.
The “Script” package is responsible for importing and
exporting test cases from and to XML files. These “Script
Event” objects can be passed from the “User Interface” down
to the game-dependent packages. The “Logger” package is
used by multiple layers to output changes to the Crushinator’s
settings, test case execution configuration, and test case results.
The “Engine,” “Simulated Client,” and the “SUT” are all
game-dependent layers. The “SUT” layer represents the software system that is being tested. Above it, the “Simulated
Client” package is responsible for connecting to the SUT,
sending game events, and retrieving game responses from the
SUT. The “Engine” package is responsible for managing these
players as separate threads and for passing test cases down
from the “User Interface” package to the “Simulated Client”
package.
III. I MPLEMENTATION OF A PPLICATION - DEPENDENT
C OMPONENTS
As explained in the previous section, to apply the Crushinator to the game applications, we needed to implement two
components that are dependent on the application under test:
“Test Engine” and “Simulated Client.” Thus, in this section,
we chose the Virtual Cell (VC) game server as an SUT and
described how we implemented the two components. Table I
shows the number of classes and the number of code lines for
the Crushinator framework and the VC-dependent portions of
the Crushinator. Both the Crushinator and VC game server
were implemented in Java.
TABLE I
S OFTWARE METRICS FOR C RUSHINATOR APPLICATION

Crushinator
VC-dependent

Fig. 1.

Crushinator architectural diagram

Lines of Code
8065
2637

No. of Classes
38
11

For the VC game server, we implemented four separate test
engines in the “Test Engine” package for performing different
testing methods and for two types of connections used to

Fig. 2.

Crushinator MBT controls

connect to the VC game server. They were a concrete load
test engine, exploratory test engine, an HTTP test engine, and
a standard socket test engine. Figure 3 shows a screen shot
of the Crushinator with the left panel providing controls for
the load and performance testing, Model-based Testing, and
exploratory testing methods. These controls can be utilized to
perform the testing methods on the SUT. Below this panel is a
log output panel that displays log messages generated by the
Crushinator. The right panel displays test case file contents,
XMI file contents, or other important content.
We also implemented seven classes in the “Simulated
Client” package that are used by the different test engines.
They consisted of three concrete “Connection” classes utilized
to communicate with the game server, two concrete “Player”
classes utilized to mimic real players, and two additional
classes to assist with handling responses from the server. In
total, we needed to implement 11 classes for the “Test Engine”
and “Simulated Client” packages to test the VC game server.
After implementing all those classes, we modeled the VC
using UML state machine models. We then tested the VC
game server using the Crushinator. During our testing, we used
multiple test methods that are available for the Crushinator:
load and performance testing, Model-based Testing (MBT),
and exploratory testing. The Crushinator was able to simulate
multiple virtual clients that were connecting and communicating with the VC game server. This simulation allowed the
development team to determine minimum system requirements
to run the game server along with the maximum number of
players that can be connected to a single game server.
Our testing results showed that the Crushinator was also able
to detect numerous defects in the VC game server by using

both MBT and exploratory testing methods. More specifically,
the Crushinator was able to detect 33 defects in an early
development stage of the VC game server. The ability of the
Crushinator to determine system requirements and bottlenecks,
along with detecting defects in the VC, shows the effectiveness
of using an automated tool in place of beta testing.
IV. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
We developed the Crushinator to provide a gameindependent testing tool framework to automate the process
of game-application testing. The Crushinator allows a tester
to automate large numbers of virtual clients utilizing different
types of test methods. This automation saves time and money
by reducing the dependency upon beta testing for game
applications. By applying the Crushinator to the Virtual Cell
game server, we found that the Crushinator was able to detect
numerous defects in the game server.
Our testing experiences with the Crushinator suggested
several avenues for future work. First, the Crushinator framework allows a tester to use multiple test methods (MBT,
load/performance,and exploratory testing) during game application testing, but the architecture that allows such functionality is complex. Future improvement could reduce this complexity, helping simplify implementation of the framework.
Second, during implementation of the Crushinator framework, it became necessary to include the SUT-dependent
events at compile-time. Although the Crushinator instantiates
these events at run-time, by including these events at compiletime, the Crushinator’s executable file can become much too
large. Further work could determine a way to abstract these
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events at compile-time, reducing the size of the distributable
file.
Third, the Crushinator allows a user to generate MBT
test cases from a state machine model given a certain type
of coverage criteria. Currently, these coverage criteria only
specify all transitions, all states, or random coverage. However,
different types of coverage criteria could be incorporated into
the Crushinator framework for more coverage options.
Finally, the Crushinator was implemented to test a particular
application type, event-driven game servers, so other system
types may not benefit from testing with the Crushinator
framework. More research about testing new and different
systems with the Crushinator is required.
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